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1.Introduction

Preliminary findings on the practices of EMI at the University of Zaragoza
Objectives: 

Building bridges 
between ELF and 

EMI

Complexity and 
versatility of EMI 

among ELF 
speakers

Case study: 
lecturers’ 
pre-emptive
behavior



2. EMI lectures in lingua franca settings

ELF: Innate preparedness for potential disturbance in communication and a strong
cooperativeness among speakers (Mauranen 2006).

Pragmatic strategies are frequently used to negotiate meaning, to prevent and solve break-
downs in communication

Prospective behavior and proactive talk ≠ retrospective work (Mauranen, 2006; Swales,
2001)

Diverse studies concerning ELF in Academia (Mauranen, 2006a; Kaur, 2009; Smit, 2009;
Cogo, 2009) with a strong ethnographic element mostly based on corpora of naturally-
occurring dialogic speech events

Different ‘communities of practice’ (Wegner 1998).



3.EMI at the University of Zaragoza: a case study

Increase in the provision of EMI courses in Spanish Higher Education institutions

EMI: “The use of English language to teach academic subjects in countries or
jurisdictions where the first language (L1) of the majority of the population is not
English” (Dearden, J 2014)

One of the main tools for internationalizing the University of Zaragoza

English: crucial for mobility and employability

Official governmental backing for EMI at the University of Zaragoza but with some
exceptions:

• EMI may limit access from lower-economic groups
• Spanish as a global valuable language



4.Method: The micro-level of EMI in ELF contexts: exploring lecturer’s 
pragmatic strategies

DISCIPLINES (Subjects) N. of 
Lectures

N. of 
Lecturers

Length 
(hours)

Participant’s L1 N. students 
per class

Bachelor’s Degree in Business 
Administration

(Marketing Research) 6 2 8:21:40

Spanish
French
Finish

German

32

Master’s Degree in 
Nanostructured Materials

(Biological Nanomaterials-Single 
Molecule Techniques/ 

Nanoscience and 
Nanotechnology/ Fundamental 
properties of Nanostructured 

Materials)

6 4 6:19:11

Spanish
Italian

Portuguese
German
Turkish
English
Punjabi

Indonesian

25

TOTAL 12 6 14:40:51 12 L1s 57



4.Method

Recording and transcription of the oral naturally occurring discourse produced mainly by 
the lecturer  Voice Transcription Conventions (2007) 
Qualitative and quantitative Analysis (focusing mostly on qualitative results):

Research questions:

What are the main pragmatic strategies used by EMI lecturers in the 
established ELF contexts?

What kind of factors or motivations are involved in their deployment?



5.Preliminary results:

Participants attempt to pre-empt potential problems of understanding, rather than remedying 
understanding problems already occurred

Use of 
multilingual 

resources: literal 
translation & 

code-switching 

Self-repair
Comment on 

terms
Reformulation/

paraphrase

PRAGMATIC STRATEGIES



5.1. Literal translation

Excerpt 1:
<L>: mm I don't know an expression
similar in English to the Spanish one
that (.) what's the relation between
the speed and the pork (.) <Sp> ¿cuál
es la relación entre el tocino y la
velocidad? </Sp> ok? So we must try
to avoid that our relations are like
this, because our…we say this
expression is because we find that
there is no a relationship between
the two elements, the two variables
so we must try to avoid that we
establish a relationship between two
variables that have no relation at all.

Idiomatic referents used for conversational 
fluency (Prodromou, 2008). 
Overlaping pragmatic strategies
Compliance with the cooperative and the 

territorial imperatives (Seidlhofer, 2009) 
• Identifies them as members of the 

community of practice.
• Fosters the cooperative function of ELF 

communication



5.2. Code-switching

Excerpt 2:

<L>: have you realize at the beginning eeh
the the men the old the adults that are
organizing everything, ok? <L1sp> me voy
un momento y os dejo solos ahora vengo
</L1sp> I'ts a trick I mean you never leave
alone kids, more indeed if they are 4 years
old, so in order that they are quiet and they
behave without the influence of an adult
we must leave them alone.

Apparently no need of deploying any 
pragmatic function

Participants’ membership to the same 
lingua-cultural community of speakers 

Multilingual nature of ELF: “English is only 
one language among others present or 
latent in any interaction” (Jenkins 2015:60)



5.3. Self-repair

Excerpt 3:
<L>: You have saw...you have seen already, you
have seen already focus groups, you have seen
aaa depth interviews, we have bee:n
observation, ok?

Overlapping pragmatic strategies

The lecturer repairs what he considers as 
“erroneous” 

Self-repetition: to make sense of what was 
said and to give the listener the opportunity 
to re-hear the item.

Lecturers’ belief in the effective role of 
grammatical correctness in facilitating 
mutual intelligibility



5.3. Self-repair

Excerpt 4:

<L>: So this, in every case, this sub-index
may have a different meaning but usually
means one manipulation of the
experiment one manipulation of the
experiment, the video is a manipulation of
the treatment, sorry, one manipulation of
the treatment

Most of the self-repairs are related to 
content vocabulary

Lecturers’ believe in teachers ‘modeling’ in 
terms of language

Correcting further may allow incidental 
language learning 



5.4. Reformulation

Excerpt 5:

<S11>: <2>a:h ok</2> and the treatment to
the units’ test

<L>: then we apply the treatment to the
test units=

<S11>: =and then <2> the observation </2>

<L>: <2> and then </2> we observe we
have an observation we observe or we
measure or have a measure=

• Lecturer provides linguistic reformulation of 
a previous contribution made by a student 

• Recasting and extension of student-initiated 
meanings” (Gibbons 2003: 258-259)

• “Language correcting and commentary” 
(Hynnineen, 2012:13).



5.5. Paraphrasing

Excerpt 6:
<L>: point of sell interview (.) but there is
one option that is the best (.) it's in group
self-administered interviews ok? it's aah at
the end of the session we have a spinning
class and at the end of the class I hand out
the questionnaires for the people to answer
the questionnaire, ok? it's a small group
and it's self-administered, each one fills in
the answers to the questions

Vocabulary is seen as an important aspect 
both by lecturers and students
High frequency of vocabulary-related 

episodes in the corpus that generally 
targets specialized language 
Use to make subject content more 

comprehensible



5.6. Comment on language

Excerpt 7:

<L>: ‘R’ (.) In in the other class I had to ask
about the meaning of this to explain why is
R but here it's very easy because how @@
how do we say ramdom in English?
ramdom @@@ ramdom, means ramdom,
ok? in Spanish eeh <L1sp> aleatorio
</L1sp> so will be an A but we also use R
ok? but for you it's much easier when you
see this, the units of these groups are
selected and assigned and assigned sorry
randomly.

Metadiscourse device which involves 
discourse reflexivity Mauranen (2010, 2012)

“Language related episodes” (Swain & 
Lapkin:1998:326): transitory shifts from 
content-related topic in the lecturer’s 
discourse to language-related issues

To correct students so as to pre-empt 
possible infelicities

 To provide input enhancement

 To make language more visible 



5.6.Comment on language

Excerpt 8:
<L>: You have already seen projecting tech-,
projective techniques, ok? in order to know
the subconscious of consumers, the hidden
attitudes, ok, the intrinsic motivations of
certain behavior and then we have this kind
of objective task performance technique
or <L1sp> Técnica del desempeño de la
tarea objetiva </L1sp>. Why I put the
translation? because I didn't find it eeh in
English, ok? But as we have to exactly
replicate the spanish contents into English
I had to put this, ok? but, well this kind of
technique is when for example, we ask
some consumers to recall an event.

Verbalize their linguistic/content 
difficulties 
Prompt listeners to co-create shared 

meaning, 
Request alignment and understanding 

responses



6.Conclusion

Differences among different disciplines:
• Natural Sciences lectures: comment on language, reformulation/rephrasing
• Social Sciences lectures: rephrasing, comment on language, literal translation 

and reformulation/rephrasing

Lecturers’ language-related episodes: expand their disciplinary and academic linguistic 
repertories and negotiate acceptable usage 

Disciplinary literacy OVER language use

‘self-repair’, ‘reformulation’ and ‘paraphrasing’: preemptive use by which they made up 
for possible disfluencies

Controversial conception of “language modeling”: lecturer’s disciplinary literacy VS. 
his/her “native tendency”. 

 ‘Literal translation’ and ‘code-switching’ :Helps conveying meaning efficiently, providing 
an alignment component and allows incidental language learning
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